
Today’s Basic Care Needs
 
What do you need to do to take care of yourself today? Some days will feel trickier than others at
the moment. You may even notice you experience a range of emotions throughout the day and it
change hour by hour and at the end of each day you may feel exhausted – do not underestimate
the impact of this situation on your emotional wellbeing.  Observe how you are feeling, connect
your thoughts, feelings and emotions to your behaviour and notice physically how they show up
in your body. At its most basic it might be all you can do today is get up and brush your teeth or
wash your hair. It might be that it is making healthy recipe, going for a walk or getting an early
night. 
 
One Thing I Will Be Glad I Did Later
 
You know the saying, “what will my future self-thank me for?” Sometimes we really don’t want to
do the thing, but when we have done it, we know it will make us feel good or even better! Use
this as an opportunity to also check in with your thoughts and don’t believe everything you think.
When our brain senses a threat, it wants to keep us safe and in our comfort zone, when in actual
fact stepping outside of that comfort zone might be just what we need!
 
One Thing I Feel Thankful For
 
As weird and worrying as the world feel right now, I promise that if you know where to look for
them, you will find many moments within your day will leave you feeling grateful. From
something hilarious or heart-warming things the children in your care said, did or gave to you, a
perfect cup of tea, the feeling of sunshine, to your family, your health and the roof over your
head.
 

Little Ways to Take Care of Myself.
By Kate Moxley

“It's the little things that make happy moments, not the grand events.
Joy comes in sips, not gulps. It's the little details that are vital. Little
things make big things happen.” ~ Unknown
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The Five Ways to Wellbeing  
 
From the New Economic Foundation we consider how engaging in these five things will be good for
mental wellbeing. 
 
ONE WAY TO KEEP ACTIVE – Do what you can, enjoy what you do, move your mood. Discover a new
physical activity you enjoy and one that suits your level of mobility and fitness
 
ONE WAY I CAN CONNECT  WITH OTHERS – Talk & listen, be there and feel connected. Reach out
and find new ways to connect with the people around you, such as your family, friends, colleagues
and neighbours.
 
ONE WAY TO   TAKE   NOTICE / BE MINDFUL – remember the simple things that give you joy. Be
curious and catch sight of the beautiful, remark on the unusual. There has never been a better time to
practice mindfulness and mediation and observe its benefits.
 
ONE WAY I CAN GIVE TO OTHERS TO – your time, your words, your presence. Do something nice for
a friend, or a stranger. Thank someone, smile, or volunteer your time by joining an online community
group that is supporting local people during this pandemic.  Seeing yourself, and your happiness,
linked to the wider community can be incredibly rewarding and creates connection with the people
around you.
 
ONE WAY TO TRY SOMETHING NEW KEEP LEARNING   - embrace this time to discover  new
experiences, see opportunities and surprise yourself. Research something you’ve always wondered
about. Sign up for that course or prepare to take on a different responsibility at work. Set a challenge
you will enjoy achieving.
 
 

Little Ways to Take Care of Myself.
By Kate Moxley

“When you replace, “why is this happening to me” 
with “what is this teaching me” everything shifts.”
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https://neweconomics.org/2008/10/five-ways-to-wellbeing


My Take Care  of Myself 
To Do List 

 
TODAY'S NECESSARY BASIC 

CARE NEEDS
ONE WAY TO KEEP ACTIVE 

ONE WAY I CAN CONNECT 
WITH OTHERS 

ONE WAY TO 
TAKE NOTICE / BE MINDFUL 

ONE WAY TO TRY OUT
SOMETHING NEW

ONE WAY I CAN GIVE TO OTHERS 

ONE THING I WILL BE 
GLAD I DID LATER

ONE THING I FEEL 
THANKFUL FOR TODAY


